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Site was developed to break down barriers and promote collaboration. Defined by it's clean lines and striking 
details, Site is designed to create an office enivironment with open plan, private and collaborative spaces.

Collaborative
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Responsive

Site includes credenzas, wardrobes, shelving, bookcases, work desks, and
conference tables. Metal bases available in nickel plated steel or powder 
coated steel.
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Flexible

Site was developed to expand and contrast as the needs of it's users 
change and requirements shift. Various configurations can be created 
utilizing the same kit of parts.
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With multiple configuration options, Site's flexibility 
utilizes adaptable furniture elements to turn your 
workplace into a productive and efficient environment. 

basic configurations   as photographed

single station
double station
quad station
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It is said that the details make the product, and Site certainly has many details.

casegood and storage elements incorporate a mitered 
assembly 
integrated finger pull on doors and drawers 
casegood bodies receive a border that encapsulates the 
doors on 3 sides 
metal bases are welded on a miter using 2" square 
stainless steel tubing
a 1/4" reveal seperates the metal bases from tables 
tops and casegood bodies
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designed for open, private, and collaborative
spaces

minimal part count- no removable panels, no door 
pulls or handles

low sight lines to promote transparency and 
collaboration

use of mixed materials- wood, brushed nickel steel, felt and Corian

minimalist design approach, subtle details
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For addtional information and photos please visit us at www.ccnintl.com


